Solution Brief

LogicHub MDR and MITRE ATT&CK

Automation-driven managed detection and response

The MITRE ATT&CK framework applies years of real-world expertise
of how adversary groups operate to identify common tactics and
techniques to provide a holistic view of the attack lifecycle and
attacker intent. Using common language, it defines a best practices
approach to detecting and responding to threats, with an adaptable
framework that evolves with changes in adversary behavior.
LogicHub’s SOC experts are continuously developing MITRE
ATT&CK-specific content, including automated playbooks that
detect and respond to 100s of tactics and techniques, KPI-driven
dashboards providing complete visibility into what’s happening at all
times, and 24x7 hands-on coverage by expert security analysts.
LogicHub’s SOC is staffed around the clock by security experts and
includes:
• Expert investigations of every legitimate threat, delivering 24x7
comprehensive detection and response for cloud, user, network
and endpoint-related attacks
• Incident response playbooks that suggest and/or automate
threat mitigation based on MITRE ATT&CK recommendations
and subject matter expertise
• Detections for over 80% of MITRE ATT&CK techniques
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How LogicHub’s Automated MITRE ATT&CK
Detection & Response Works
• LogicHub ingests and analyzes all of your
relevant security events and alerts
• Automated playbooks detect and record
ATT&CK Tactics and Techniques in use,
alerting on over 650 different vectors
• All ATT&CK-based indicators of compromise
(IOCs) are retained for both immediate and
historical analysis
• Playbooks automatically correlate when
multiple Tactics and Techniques are used in
the same attack
• Smart case creation automatically generates
intelligent risk analysis based on IOCs
present with complete event context
• Playbooks queue up automated or one-click
incident response actions based on ATT&CK
recommended mitigations
• Input from LogicHub expert security
analysts, direct collaboration with customers,
and embedded machine learning modules
deliver a continuous feedback loop
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LogicHub Automation-driven Managed Detection and Response
No matter what your size or specific requirements, we’ll deliver the solutions and services you need at a fraction of
the cost it would take to do it on your own.
• 24x7, automation-driven managed detection and response directly mapped to MITRE ATT&CK
• We integrate and adapt to your security stack, your processes, and your people to maximize ATT&CK coverage
• Continuous monitoring of all your security log and event data to ensure 24x7 threat protection
• Expert-configured content and playbooks that map to your specific operating requirements
• Dedicated team of expert-level analysts who know your specific needs investigating every credible threat
• Optional, fully managed, cloud-based SIEM for compliance
• Complete transparency into what we’re doing when we’re doing it, and how we’re doing it, with direct
visualization mapping to the MITRE ATT&CK framework
Choosing the right MDR partner and ensuring you have the most cost effective, proactive protection is critical to the
success of your organization’s security program. LogicHub’s automation-driven MDR+ with 24x7 expert coverage and
direct mapping to MITRE ATT&CK delivers true cyber resilience based on industry best practices.

How it works
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We integrate with your existing
and preferred security tools and
ingest all of your log and security
event data.

Ingest
Everything
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Playbooks automatically create
cases for confirmed threats based
on detected MITRE ATT&CK
Techniques and Tactics.

Automated Case
Creation

We implement automated expert
detection playbooks that adapt
to fit your people, processes and
technology.
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Expert analysts investigate every
confirmed threat, add notes,
make recommendations and run
additional playbooks.

Expert Analysis and
Investigations

Cases automatically and
intelligently associate all related
tactics and techniques correlated
to a common attacker or target.

Detection
Playbooks

Smart Case
Correlation
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Rapid response can be fully
automated or require one-click
authorization so that you can
retain control over the process.

Rapid Incident
Response

To learn more about the LogicHub MDR+ visit: logichub.com/mdr
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